Abstract-This paper aims at constructing a good graph to discover the intrinsic data structures under a semisupervised learning setting. First, we propose to build a nonnegative low-rank and sparse (referred to as NNLRS) graph for the given data representation. In particular, the weights of edges in the graph are obtained by seeking a nonnegative low-rank and sparse reconstruction coefficients matrix that represents each data sample as a linear combination of others. The so-obtained NNLRS-graph captures both the global mixture of subspaces structure (by the low-rankness) and the locally linear structure (by the sparseness) of the data, hence it is both generative and discriminative. Second, as good features are extremely important for constructing a good graph, we propose to learn the data embedding matrix and construct the graph simultaneously within one framework, which is termed as NNLRS with embedded features (referred to as NNLRS-EF). Extensive NNLRS experiments on three publicly available data sets demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the stateof-the-art graph construction method by a large margin for both semisupervised classification and discriminative analysis, which verifies the effectiveness of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N MANY big data related applications, e.g., image based object recognition, one often lacks sufficient labeled training data which are costly and time-prohibitive to be obtained, while a large number of unlabeled data are widely available, e.g., from the Internet. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) can utilize both labeled samples and richer yet unlabeled samples. Therefore it has received considerable attention in both computer vision and machine learning communities [2] recently. Among current SSL methods, graph based SSL is particularly appealing due to its successes in practice as well as its computational efficiency.
A fundamental problem in graph based SSL is to reconstruct a graph to characterize the underlying data structures among the observed data. In graph based SSL methods, labeled and unlabeled samples are the nodes in a graph, and the edges among these nodes are weighted by the affinity between the corresponding pairs of samples. Then the label information of the labeled samples can be efficiently and effectively propagated to the unlabeled data over the graph. Most learning methods formalize the propagation process through a regularized function on the graph. Despite many forms are used in the literature, the regularizers mainly try to accommodate the so-called cluster assumption [3] , [4] , i.e., points in the same low-dimensional smooth structure (such as a cluster, a subspace, or a manifold) are likely to share the same label. Since one normally does not have (or care about) an explicit parametric model for the underlying manifolds, many methods approximate them by constructing an undirected graph from the observed data points. Consequently, properly constructing a graph that can well capture the essential data structures is critical for all graph based SSL methods [5] - [8] .
Lots of efforts have been made to exploit the ways of constructing a good graph for SSL [9] - [12] . According to Wright [9] , an informative graph should have three characteristics: high discriminating power, low sparsity and adaptive neighborhood. Guided by these rules, lots of sparse representation (SR) based graph construction methods have been proposed [13] - [16] . However, these SR based methods usually do not characterize the global structure of data. To overcome this drawback, Liu et al. propose a low-rank representation (LRR) to compute the weights in an undirected graph (referred to as LRR-graph hereafter) that represent the affinities among all the data samples [17] , [18] . But LRR usually results in a dense graph, and the negative values in LRR are not physically meaningful for constructing an affinity graph.
By understanding the characteristics of an informative graph and both the advantages and disadvantages of previous works, in this paper we propose to harness both sparsity and low-rankness of high-dimensional data to construct an informative graph. In addition, we explicitly enforce the representation to be non-negative so that coefficients of the representation can be directly converted to graph weights. Such a graph is called nonnegative low-rank and sparse graph (NNLRS-graph). Specifically, each data point is represented by a linear combination of other points, and the coefficients are nonnegative and sparse. Nonnegativity ensures that every data point is in the convex hull of its neighbors, and sparsity ensures that the involved neighbors are as few as possible. In addition to the nonnegative sparsity constraint, we enforce the matrix constructed by the coefficient vectors of all data points to be low-rank to make data vectors on the same subspace be clustered into the same cluster. Moreover, previous works [19] - [22] have shown that by projecting the data into the feature domains, the embedded data will greatly facilitate the subsequent sparse representation and low-rank representation, and improve the classification accuracy. Fox example, Yang et al. [21] proposed a new semi-supervised kernel low-rank presentation graph (SKLRG) by combining a low-rank representation with kernel trick. By exploring a lowrank structure in the projected domain, SKLRG can capture the global structure of complex data and achieve more robust subspace segmentation. In another work, Yang et al. [22] also sought a sparse presentation in the manifold domain, so that the local geometric information of the data can be better captured. Therefore, finding a good data embedding strategy is also very important for a sparse representation and a low-rank representation. However, these previous works do data embedding [19] - [22] and the subsequent sparse representation or the low-rank presentation separately. Therefore, the learnt features may not optimize the subsequent representation. Realizing that a good data representation is important for the good performance of graph construction and the possible improvement space in [19] - [22] , we propose to simultaneously learn the data embedding matrix and construct the graph, which further improves the performance of semi-supervised classification.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to learn an NNLRS-graph for SSL. The sparsity property captures the local low-dimensional linear structures of the data. The low-rank characteristic guarantees that the NNLRS-graph can better capture the global cluster or subspace structures of the data than SR based graphs [15] , [16] . Thus the robustness of NNLRS-graph to noise and outliers can be enhanced.
• We propose to simultaneously learn the data embedding and graph. Such a strategy learns a better data representation, which is more suitable for constructing an NNLRS-graph, and consequently enhances the performance of semi-supervised classification. Extensive experiments on three popular datasets demonstrate that the NNLRS-graph can significantly improve the performance of SSL in most cases.
This article extends its preliminary work [1] in terms of both technique and performance evaluation. Firstly, we extend our NNLRS framework by simultaneously learning the data embedding and the NNLRS-graph, which enhances the robustness of NNLRS-graph for data analysis. Secondly, we conduct more experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Thirdly, more details about our methods are provided and the effects of different parameters are also empirically evaluated in the paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the works related to graph construction in SSL. In Section III, we detail the construction of NNLRS-graph, and in Section IV, we extend NNLRS by simultaneously learning the data embedding and NNLRS-graph. We present experiments and analysis in Section V. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Euclidean distance based methods: Conceptually, a good graph should reveal the intrinsic complexity or dimensionality of data (say through local linear relationship) and also capture certain global structures of data as a whole (i.e., multiple clusters, subspaces, or manifolds). Traditional methods (such as k-nearest neighbors and Locally Linear Reconstruction [11] ) mainly rely on pair-wise Euclidean distances and construct a graph by a family of overlapped local patches. The so-obtained graph only captures the local structures and cannot capture the global structures of the whole data (i.e. the clusters). Moreover, these methods cannot produce data-adaptive neighborhoods because of using fixed global parameters to determinate the graph structure and their weights. Finally, these methods are sensitive to local data noise and errors.
Sparse representation based methods: As pointed out in [9] , sparsity is an important characteristic for an informative graph. Therefore, lots of researchers propose to improve the robustness of graph by enforcing sparsity. Specifically, Yan and Wang [13] , Cheng et al. [14] proposed to construct an 1 -graph via sparse representation (SR) [19] by solving an 1 optimization problem. An 1 -graph over a data set is derived by encoding each sample as a sparse representation of the remaining samples, and automatically selecting the most informative neighbors for each sample. The neighborhood relationship and graph weights of an 1 -graph are simultaneously obtained during the 1 optimization in a parameter-free way. Different from traditional methods, an 1 -graph explores higher order relationships among more data points, hence is more powerful and discriminative. Benefitting from SR, the 1 -graph is sparse, data-adaptive and robust to data noise. Following 1 -graph, other graphs have also been proposed based on SR in recent years [15] , [16] . However, all these SR based graphs find the sparsest representation of each sample individually, lacking global constraints on their solutions. So these methods may be ineffective in capturing the global structures of data. This drawback may reduce the performance when the data are grossly corrupted. When not enough "clean data" are available, SR based methods may not be robust to noise and outliers [17] .
Low-rank representation based methods: To capture the global structure of data, Liu et al. proposed a low-rank representation (LRR) for data representation and use it to construct the affinities of an undirected graph (hereafter called LRR-graph) [17] , [18] , [21] , [23] . An LRR-graph jointly obtains the representation of all data under a global low-rank constraint, thus is better at capturing the global data structures (such as multiple clusters and subspaces). It has been proven that, under mild conditions, LRR can correctly preserve the membership of samples that belong to the same subspace. However, compared to the 1 -graph, LRR often results in a dense graph (see Figure 2) , which is undesirable for graphbased SSL [9] . Moreover, as the coefficients can be negative, LRR allows the data to "cancel out each other" by subtraction, which lacks physical interpretation for most visual data. In fact, non-negativity is more consistent with the biological modeling of visual data [24] , [25] , and often leads to better performance for data representation [25] , [26] and graph construction [15] .
III. NONNEGATIVE LOW-RANK AND SPARSE GRAPHS
A. Nonnegative Low-Rank and Sparse Representation
∈ R d×n be a matrix whose columns are n data samples drawn from independent subspaces. 1 
Then each column can be represented by a linear combination of bases in dictionary
where
is the coefficient matrix with each z i being the representation of x i . The dictionary A is often overcomplete. Hence there can be infinitely many feasible solutions to problem (1). To address this issue, we impose the most sparsity and lowest rank criteria, as well as a nonnegative constraint. That is, we seek a representation Z by solving the following optimization problem
where β > 0 is a parameter to trade off between low-rankness and sparsity. As observed in [17] , the low-rankness criterion is better at capturing the global structure of data X, while the sparsity criterion can capture the local structure of each data vector. The optimal solution Z * is called the nonnegative "lowest-rank and sparsest" representation (NNLRSR) of data X with respect to the dictionary A. Each column z * i in Z * reveals the relationship between x i and the bases in dictionary.
However, solving problem (2) is NP-hard. As a common practice (see [27] ) we may solve the following relaxed convex program instead
where · * is the nuclear norm of a matrix [28] , i.e., the sum of the singular values of the matrix, and · 1 is the 1 -norm of a matrix, i.e., the sum of the absolute value of all entries in the matrix. 1 The subspaces S 1 , · · · , S k are independent if and only if
where is the direct sum.
In real applications, the data are often noisy and even grossly corrupted. So we have to add a noise term E to (1) . If a fraction of the data vectors are grossly corrupted, we may reformulate problem (3) as
where 2 is called the 2,1 -norm [29] , and the parameter λ > 0 is used to balance the effect of noise, which is set empirically. The 2,1 -norm encourages the columns of E to be zero, which assumes that the corruptions are "sample-specific," i.e., some data vectors are corrupted and the others are clean. For small Gaussian noise, we can relax the equality constraint in problem (2) as did in [30] . Namely, the Frobenious norm E F is used instead. In this paper, we focus on the 2,1 -norm.
B. LADMAP for Solving NNLRSR
The NNLRSR problem (4) could be solved by the popular alternating direction method (ADM) [17] . However, ADM requires introducing two auxiliary variables when solving (4) and expensive matrix inversions are required in each iteration. So we adopt a recently developed method called the linearized alternating direction method with adaptive penalty (LADMAP) [31] to solve (4).
We first introduce an auxiliary variable H in order to make the objective function separable:
The augmented Lagrangian function of problem (5) is
LADMAP is to update the variables Z , H and E alternately, by minimizing L with other variables fixed, where the quadratic term q is replaced by its first order approximation at the previous iterate and a proximal term is then added [31] . With some algebra, the updating schemes are as follows.
where ∇ Z q is the partial differential of q with respect to Z , , S and are the singular value thresholding [28] , shrinkage and the l 2,1 minimization operator [17] , respectively, and η 1 = A 2 2 . The complete algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
C. Nonnegative Low-Rank and Sparse Graph Construction
Given a data matrix X, we may use the data themselves as the dictionary, i.e., A in subsections III-A and III-B is simply chosen as X itself. With the optimal coefficient matrix Z * , we may construct a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E) associated with a weight matrix W = {w i j }, where
is the vertex set, each node v i corresponding to a data point x i , and E = {e i j } is the edge set, each edge e i j associating nodes v i and v j with a weight w i j . As the vertex set V is given, the problem of graph construction is to determine the graph weight matrix W .
Since each data point is represented by other samples, a column z * i of Z * naturally characterizes how other samples contribute to the reconstruction of x i . Such information is useful for recovering the clustering relation among samples. The sparse constraint ensures that each sample is associated with only a few samples, so that the graph derived from Z * is naturally sparse. The low-rank constraint guarantees that the coefficients of samples coming from the same subspace are highly correlated and fall into the same cluster, so that Z * can capture the global structure (i.e. clusters) of the whole data. Note here that, since each sample can be used to represent itself, there always exist feasible solutions even when the data sampling is insufficient, which is different from SR.
Algorithm 1 Efficient LADMAP Algorithm for NNLRSR
After obtaining Z * , we can derive the graph adjacency structure and graph weight matrix from it. In practice, due to data noise the coefficient vector z * i of point x i is often dense with small values. As we are only interested in the global structure of the data, we can normalize the reconstruction coefficients of each sample (i.e. z * i = z * i / z * i 2 ) and make those coefficients under a given threshold zeros. After that, we can obtain a sparseẐ * and define the graph weight matrix W as
The method for constructing an NNLRS-graph is summarized in Algorithm 2.
D. Complexity Analysis
The computational cost of constructing NNLRS-graph in Algorithm 2 is mainly determined by Step 2, while the major computation of Algorithm 1 is to update the variables as (8) . For ease of analysis, let r A be the lowest rank for A we can find with our algorithm, and k denote the number of iterations. Without loss of generality, we assume the sizes of both A and X are d × n (d < n) in the following. In each iteration, SVT is applied to update the low-rank matrix whose total complexity is O(r A n 2 ) when we use partial SVD. Then, we employ soft thresholding to update the sparse error matrix whose complexity is O(dn). And the complexity of 2,1 minimization operator is O (d 2 n) . So, the total cost of Algorithm 1 is O(kr A n 2 + kd 2 n). Since r A ≤ mi n(d, n) , the complexity of constructing NNLRS-graph is at most O(kdn 2 ).
Algorithm 2 Nonnegative Low-Rank and Sparse Graph Construction
When the number of data samples is large, it will be time consuming.
IV. JOINTLY LEARNING DATA REPRESENTATION
AND NNLRS-GRAPH The quality of data representation will greatly affect the quality of graph. The data representation which is robust to the data variance improves the robustness of the graph, and subsequently improves the performance of SSL. To improve the data representation, lots of endeavors have been made [32] , [33] . For face data, the commonly used data representation are EigenFaces [34] , LaplacianFaces [35] , FisherFaces [36] , and RandomFaces [19] . As shown in [19] , these representation strategies greatly improve the data representation quality, and improve the classification accuracy. However, the data embedding and the subsequent sparse representation are conducted separately in [19] , and a data embedding method in the previous step may not be the most suitable for the subsequent sparse representation.
Other than doing the data embedding and learning the NNLRS graph separately, we propose to learn the data representation and graph simultaneously to make the learnt data representation more suitable for the construction of NNLRS-graph. We first denote the data projection matrix as P. Similar to [37] , we want the projected data to preserve the data information as much as possible. So we aim at minimizing X − P T P X 2 F . By plugging the learning of P into the NNLRS-graph construction framework, we arrive at the following formulation:
where γ is a parameter to balance the reconstruction error, which is set empirically (γ is fixed to 0.5 in our experiments). For simplification, we term this formulation as NNLRS with embedded feature (referred to as NNLRS-EF). However, the objective function of NNLRS-EF is not convex. Therefore it is inappropriate to optimize all the variables in problem (10) simultaneously. Following the commonly used strategy in dictionary learning [38] , [39] , we alternatively update the unknown variables. Specifically, we first optimize the above objective w.r.t. Z and E by fixing P, then we update P and E while fixing Z . When P is fixed, (10) reduces to
We use LADMAP to solve for Z and E. By introducing an auxiliary variable H , we obtain the following augmented Lagrangian function:
wherẽ
Then we can apply Algorithm 1 to (11) by simply replacing X and A in Algorithm 1 with P X. After updating Z and E, we only fix Z . So (10) reduces to the following problem
We can solve the above problem with inexact ALM. The augmented Lagrange function is
Algorithm 3 Efficient Inexact ALM Algorithm for Problem (14)
Algorithm 4 Optimization Algorithm for NNLRS-EF (10)
By minimizingL(P, E, μ) with other variables fixed, we can update the variables E and P alternately as follows. 2
We alternatively solve problem (11) and problem (14) until convergence. The whole process of the optimization of NNLRS-EF is summarized in Algorithm 4. After getting the optimal solution Z * , we use the same strategy as that of NNLRS-graph to construct a graph.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed methods on publicly available databases, and compare them 2 we solve the subproblem for P with the L-BFGS [37] algorithm. The codes can be found at http://www.di.ens.fr/~mschmidt/Software/minFunc.html with currently popular graphs under the same SSL setting. Two typical SSL tasks are considered, semi-supervised classification and semi-supervised dimensionality reduction. All algorithms are implemented with Matlab 2010. All experiments are run 50 times (unless otherwise stated) on a server with an Intel Xeon5680 8-Core 3.50GHz processor and 16GB memory.
A. Experiment Setup
Databases: We test our proposed methods on three public databases 3 for evaluation: YaleB, PIE, and USPS. YaleB and PIE are face databases and USPS is a hand-written digit database. We choose them because NNLRS-graph and its extension aim at extracting a linear subspace structure of data. So we have to select databases that roughly have linear subspace structures. It is worth pointing out that these datasets are commonly used in the SSL literature. Existing methods have achieved rather decent results on these data sets. So surpassing them on these three data sets is very challenging and convincing enough to justify the advantages of our method.
• Fig. 1 shows the sample images of the three databases. As suggested by [19] , we normalize the samples so that they have a unit 2 norm.
Comparison Methods: We compare our proposed graph construction methods with the following baseline methods:
• kNN-Graph: We adopt Euclidean distance as the similarity measure, and use a Gaussian kernel to re-weight the edges. The Gaussian kernel parameter σ is set to 1. There are two configurations for constructing graphs, denoted as kNN0 and kNN1, where the numbers of nearest neighbors are set to 5 and 8, respectively.
• LLE-Graph [4] : Following the lines of [4] , we construct two LLE-graphs, denoted as LLE0 and LLE1, where the numbers of nearest neighbors are 8 and 10, respectively. Since the weights W of LLE-graph may be negative and asymmetric, similar to [14] we symmetrize them by • 1 -Graph [14] : Following the lines of [14] , we construct the 1 -graph. Since the graph weights W of 1 -graph is asymmetric, we also symmetrize it as suggested in [14] .
• SPG [15] : In essence, the SPG problem is a lasso problem with the nonnegativity constraint, without considering corruption errors. Here we use an existing toolbox 4 to solve the lasso problem, and construct the SPG graph following the lines of [15] .
• LRR-Graph: Following [17] , we construct the LLR-graph, and symmetrize it as we do for 1 -graph. The parameters of LRR are the same as those in [17] .
• NNLRS-Graph: Similar to other graph construction methods, for our NNLRS-graph and its extension, we empirically tune the regularization parameters according to different data sets, so as to achieve the best performance. Without loss of generality, we fix the reduced dimensionality to 100 in all our experiments.
B. Semi-Supervised Classification
In this subsection, we carry out the classification experiments on the above databases using the existing graph based SSL frameworks. We select two popular methods, Gaussian Harmonic Function (GHF) [6] and Local and Global Consistency (LGC) [7] to compare the effectiveness of different graphs.
where Y i j = 1 if sample x i is associated with label j for j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , c} and Y i j = 0 otherwise. Both GHF and LGC realize the label propagation by learning a classification function F = [F l F u ] T ∈ R |V |×c . They utilize the graph and the known labels to recover the continuous classification function by optimizing different predefined energy functions. GHF combines Gaussian random fields and harmonic function for optimizing the following cost on a weighted graph to recover the classification function F:
LGC introduces an elastic fitness term as follows:
where μ ∈ [0, +∞) trades off between the local fitting and the global smoothness of the function F, andL W is the normalized graph LaplacianL
In our experiments, we simply fix μ = 0.99. We combine different graphs with these two SSL frameworks, and quantitatively evaluate their performance by following the approaches in [9] and [13] - [15] . For the YaleB and PIE databases, we randomly select 50 images from each subject as our data sets in each run. Among these 50 images, images are randomly labeled. For the USPS database, we randomly select 200 images for each category, and randomly label them. Different from [13] and [15] , the percentage of labeled samples ranges from 10% to 60%, instead of ranging from 50% to 80%. This is because the goal of SSL is to reduce the number of labeled images. So we are more interested in the performance of SSL methods with low labeling percentages. Moreover, in order to understand the robustness of our proposed methods, we also show the statistical variation of the classification error under different percentage of labeled samples. The final results are reported in Tables I and II, respectively . From these results, we can observe that: 1) In most cases, NNLRS-graph and its extension (i.e. NNLRS-EF) consistently achieve the lowest classification error rates compared to the other graphs, even at low labeling percentages. In many cases, the improvements are rather significant -cutting the error rates by multiple folds! This suggests that NNLRS-graph and its extension are more informative and thus more suitable for semi-supervised classification. 2) Compared with NNLRS-graph, NNLRS-EF also has a significant improvements in most cases. This demonstrates that a good data representation can markedly improve the performance of graph construction methods. This is because good representation is robust to data noise and helps to reveal the relationship among data points. 3) Though LRR always results in dense graphs, the performance of LRR-graph based SSL methods is not always inferior to that of 1 -graph based SSL methods. On the contrary, LRR-graph performs as well as 1 -graph in many cases. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the weights W of LRR-graph on the YaleB database is denser than that of 1 -graph. However, LRR-graph outperforms 1 -graph in all cases. This proves that the low-rankness property of high-dimensional data is as important as the sparsity property for graph construction. 4) Finally, according to the statistical variation of the classification error, we can see that both NNLRS-graph and NNLRS-EF are robust under different labeling percentages. In most cases, with the growth of labeled samples, the statistical variation will decrease. 
C. Semi-Supervised Discriminant Analysis
To further examine the effectiveness of NNLRS-graph, we use NNLRS-graph for semi-supervised dimensionality reduction (SSDR), and take semi-supervised discriminant analysis (SDA) [40] for instance. We use SDA to do face recognition on the face databases of YaleB and PIE. SDA aims to find a projection which respects the discriminant structure inferred from the labeled data points, as well as the intrinsic geometric structure inferred from both labeled and unlabeled data points. We combine SDA with different graphs to learn the subspace, and employ the nearest neighbor classifier. We run the algorithms multiple times with randomly selected data sets. In each run, 30 images from each subject are randomly selected as training images, while the rest images as test images. Among these 30 training images, some images are randomly labeled. Note here that different from the above transductive classification, the test set is not available in the subspace learning stage. Table III tabulates the recognition error rates for different graphs under different labeling percentages. We can see that NNLRS-graph almost consistently outperforms other graphs.
D. Parameters Sensitivity of NNLRS-Graph
In this subsection, we examine the parameter sensitivity of NNLRS-graph, which includes two main parameters, β and λ. β is to balance the sparsity and the low-rankness, while λ is to deal with the gross corruption errors in data. Large β means that we emphasize the sparsity property more than the low-rankness property. We vary the parameters and evaluate the classification performance of NNLRS-graph based SDA on the PIE face database. Since the percentage of gross corruption errors in data should be fixed, we set λ = 10 empirically 5 and only vary β. Because here we test many parametric settings, like the above experiments here we only average the rates over 5 random trials. The results are shown in Table IV . From this table, we can see that the performance of NNLRS-graph based SDA decreases when β > 1. If we ignore the sparsity property (i.e., β = 0), the performance also decreases. This means that both sparsity property and low-rankness property are important for graph construction. An informative graph should reveal the global structure of the whole data and be as sparse as possible. In all of our experiments above, we always set β = 0.2.
E. Joint Learning vs. Independent Learning
In this subsection, we further examine the effectiveness of joint feature learning. As our feature learning method is mostly related to PCA, we propose to compare our method with the following baseline. We first reduce the dimensionality of the data with PCA. Then we use the embedded data by applying PCA. For fair comparison, we also keep the dimensionality of the data to be 100, which is exactly the same as that of our NNLRS-EF. For simplicity, we denote such baseline method as PCA+NNLRS. We show the performance of NNLRS, PCA+NNLRS, and NNLRS-EF in semi-supervised learning in Fig. 3 . In all the experiments, we keep the same setting. From this figure, we can have the following observations:
• The performance of NNLSR with embedded data as features (PCA+NNLRS and NNLRS-EF) is better than that of NNLRS with raw pixels. This observation demonstrates the necessity of data embedding for data structure discovery.
• The performance of NNLRS-EF is better than PCA+NNLRS which does PCA and learns the NNLRS separately. Such an observation proves that joint learning can learn more proper data representation for the subsequent data structure discovery, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our NNLRS-EF framework.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel informative graph, i.e., nonnegative low-rank and sparse graph (NNLRS-graph), for graph-based semi-supervised learning. NNLRS-graph mainly leverages two important properties of high-dimensional data, sparsity and low-rankness, both of which capture the structure of the whole data. Furthermore, as good features are robust to data noise and thus help to reveal the relationship among data points, we propose to simultaneously learn the data embedding and construct the graph within one framework, which is termed as NNLRS-EF. Extensive experiments on both classification and dimensionality reduction show that, NNLRS-graph and NNLRS-EF are better at capturing the globally linear structure of data, and thus are more informative and more suitable than other graphs for graph-based semi-supervised learning. Also, experiments show that joint feature learning does significantly improve the performance of NNLRS-graph.
However, though our proposed methods have obtained impressive performance, they have high computational complexity, which mainly comes from the optimization procedure. Therefore, our methods currently are only suitable to applications with small scale data. To apply current models to large scale data, one can develop new paralleled version of our methods and(or) use GPU to accelerate the methods. Moreover, current methods are mainly based on linear model, while data in real application always lies in nonlinear manifolds. So, one can improve the proposed methods by incorporating the geometric structure of nonlinear manifolds. Finally, we currently figure out qualitatively the settings which our methods can cope with. Rigorous quantitative analysis will give more insight and help to improve our model. We will follow some existing work, such as [41] , to develop theoretical analysis of our methods in our future work.
